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Question 1 

• As p’ – p decreases, cutpoint goes to 1 

• For war to occur, q must be greater than the 
cutpoint 

• So decreasing p’ – p enough ensures peace 



Question 1 

• Why? 

– When p’ – p = 0, complete information case 

– Peace is guaranteed with complete information 



Question 1 

• Fey and Ramsay show that shuttle diplomacy 
doesn’t work without exogenous info 

• If mediator can shrink range of p’ – p, that 
adds information 



Question 2 

• See board 



Question 2 

• Fey and Ramsay 2011: always peaceful 
mechanisms exist iff costs are high 
– Outcome is efficient 

• So lowering costs sufficiently means that no 
always peaceful mechanisms exist 
– So outcome is not efficient 



Question 3 

• Is x < p – cR optimal? 

– No, guarantees war 

– Offering just enough to appease weakest type 
still gives war against two strongest types but 
gives you surplus from weakest type 
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Question 3 

• Is x > p’’ – cR optimal? 

– No, guarantees peace 

– Can offer any amount between x and p’’ – cR, 
maintain war versus toughest type, but coerce 
strictly more from weakest types 



Question 4 

• See board 



Question 5 

• See board 
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Background 

• Lots of attention on interstate conflict 

• Not much on intrastate conflict 

• World Bank: We care about development… 
maybe we should care about civil war? 



The Result 

• Breaking the Conflict Trap 

– 1669 citations on Google Scholar 

– Fearon 1995: 2039 citations 



Main Idea 

• Civil war is “development in reverse” 

– Stops production in useful industries 

– Ramps up production in war making 

– Way, way worse than the costs of war make it 
seem 



Costs of War 

• Military expenditures as a percentage of GDP 
during peacetimes: 2.8% 

• Military expenditures as a percentage of GDP 
during wartime: 5.0% 
– Difference roughly equal to great recession 

– Stats are for developing countries only 



Costs of War 

• Expenditures do not immediately return to 
peacetime levels following conflict 



Costs of War 

• Major targets for military operations are: 
– Telecommunications 

– Roads/Bridges 

– Airports 

– Ports 

• Basically, anything you need for an effective economy 



Humanitarian Problems 

• Public health? What public health? 

• Vaccinations? 

• Food, water harder to obtain 

• Mortality rates spike 

• Refugee problems 





Investment Problems 

• Discount factors plummet 

– Less incentive to invest 

– Less investment => smaller GDP growth 

 



Money Vacuum 

• Lawlessness increases 

• Less incentive to keep money at home 

– Safer option: invest money abroad 

 



Money Vacuum 

• Before war: 9% of money invested abroad 

• During war: 20% of money invested abroad 

• Persists after war ends 

 





PTSD 

• It is bad 

 



Culture of Violence 

• Individuals growing up in war-torn countries 
adopt more aggressive behaviors 

– Could we use a sport with a lot of foreign 
athletes and measurements of violence to check 
this? 





Culture of Violence 

• Effect does not exist for players who grew up 
in countries that had just finished a civil war 



TL;DR 

• War really kills your economy long term 



War Bad Economy 
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War Bad Economy 



Opportunity Cost 

• Fighting entails risks 

• If things are really bad for you, they can’t get 
much worse 
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Stuck in the Trap 

• Given the cyclical nature of the trap, it is 
difficult to break 

• World Bank therefore has recommendations 
on how external actors can help 



Intervention 

• Send in peacekeepers 

• Stop war 

• Increase economic outcomes by reducing 
war’s inefficiency 



Intervention Mechanisms 

• Peacekeepers can do many things 

• Today: standing in the way 



Intervention Problems 

• Intervention might not be easy 

– When to intervene? 

– Will you be welcomed? 

– Perverse incentives? 



Remove Funding 

• Two major sources of rebel financing: 

1. Natural resources 

2. Drugs 

 





“Diamonds are a guerilla’s 
best friend.” —Collier 



Didn’t win best actor 
Oscar here either. 





Remove Funding 

• Drug trade is profitable for war campaigns 
because of black market rents 

– Without it, war zones would have to compete 
with domestic producers 



Aid 

• Just throw money at the situation 

– This is the common response 

– But community is capricious 



Less War Good Economy 


